Fast Optical Chemical and Structural Classification of RNA.
As more biological activities of ribonucleic acids continue to emerge, the development of efficient analytical tools for RNA identification and characterization is necessary to acquire an in-depth understanding of their functions and chemical properties. Herein, we demonstrate the capacity of label-free direct surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) analysis to access highly specific structural information on RNAs at the ultrasensitive level. This includes the recognition of distinctive vibrational features of RNAs organized into a variety of conformations (micro-, fully complementary duplex-, small interfering- and short hairpin-RNAs) or characterized by subtle chemical differences (single-base variances, nucleobase modifications and backbone composition). This method represents a key advance in the ribonucleic acid analysis and will have a direct impact in a wide range of different fields, including medical diagnosis, drug design, and biotechnology, by enabling the rapid, high-throughput, simple, and low-cost identification and classification of structurally similar RNAs.